
TEXT FEATURES
Reading To Be Informed



WHAT ARE TEXT 

FEATURES?

Different ways of changing and placing text to Different ways of changing and placing text to Different ways of changing and placing text to Different ways of changing and placing text to 

draw attention to or highlight certain points or draw attention to or highlight certain points or draw attention to or highlight certain points or draw attention to or highlight certain points or 

ideas in narrative (ideas in narrative (ideas in narrative (ideas in narrative (egegegeg bolding or boxing bolding or boxing bolding or boxing bolding or boxing 

questions, italicizing key vocabulary, listing, questions, italicizing key vocabulary, listing, questions, italicizing key vocabulary, listing, questions, italicizing key vocabulary, listing, 

bulleting, numbering).bulleting, numbering).bulleting, numbering).bulleting, numbering).



HEADING
The Race To Save The Reefs

A heading is something that

serves as a head, top, or front.



CAPTIONSCAPTIONSCAPTIONSCAPTIONS
A caption is a title or explanation for a A caption is a title or explanation for a A caption is a title or explanation for a A caption is a title or explanation for a 

picture or illustration, esp. in a magazine.picture or illustration, esp. in a magazine.picture or illustration, esp. in a magazine.picture or illustration, esp. in a magazine.

Caption



BOLD FACE BOLD FACE BOLD FACE BOLD FACE 

PRINTPRINTPRINTPRINT

Saturn a giant planet that is surrounded by three 
planar concentric rings of ice particles; the 6th planet 
from the sun. 

This typeface represents the 

introduction of a new term. 



CHART
A chart is a useful way to present and display 

information or instructions.



MapMapMapMap
A picture of a place that is usually 

drawn to scale on a flat surface.



Illustration
A general term used for a drawing 

or an original work of art.



Photograph

a picture of a person or scene in the 

form of a print or transparent slide; 

recorded by a camera 

on light-sensitive material. 



Table of Contents
A listing of the topics covered in the book as arranged by chapter 

and/or section, including the corresponding page numbers.



Glossary
An alphabetical list of technical terms in some 

specialized field of knowledge; usually published as 
an appendix to a text on that field.



Index
An alphabetical listing of names and topics 

along with page numbers where they are discussed. 



Diagram
A drawing intended to explain how 

something works; a drawing showing 

the relation between the parts. 



Labels
A label is any kind of tag attached with 

adhesive to something so as

to identify the object or its contents. 

Examples of some

labels are roots, 

seeds, and trunk.



Checklist for Reading to Be Informed

Before Reading
__ I think about what I already know about the topic.
__ I preview the text features.
__ I set my purpose for reading.
During Reading
__ I use the text features to help me understand what I read.
__ I form a picture in my mind about what I read.
__ I reread when I am confused about what I read.
After Reading
__ I think about the purpose I had for reading.
__ I check to see what I remember from the reading.
__ I revisit the text to check my understanding. 

MCPS


